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Some important actors...

- Kristian Beckman; security manager Swedish Saving Banks
- Börje Langefors; professor Stockholm University/Royal Institute of Technology; IFIP, TC2, TC8, Applied Systems Theory
- Janis Bubenko jr; professor SU/RIT; TC3, WG3.4
- Klaus Brunnstein, Dick Sizer, Jaques Berleur, TC9, WG9.2, HCC1&2, Willis Ware, Kerstin Anér
Meeting Kristian...

- Swedish Privacy Act
- Swedish Computer Society
- Swedish Vulnerability Board
Kristian on April 27, 1982:

• “…It was nice to have visitors from your course, the discussions were stimulating and maybe unintentionally even of more interest to us...your suggestion for an academic program in security has left me restless and I enclose some thoughts for you to react to...I also imagine Allan Eriksson for the report of the Vulnerability Board may be interested, he has promised to include suggestions for education in security but no one has before us thought of it as an academic education...”
Kristian in relation to TC11&IFIP

- IFIP/Sec’83; 325 participants from 20 countries, presentations by 23 non-Swedes & 21 Swedes
- TC11 “for EDP security”, WGs Security Management, Security in Office Information Systems
• TC9 1993: Security and control of information technology in society
• WG9.6/11.7 1998: IT misuse and the LAW
• WG11.8 1999: WISE 1
• WG8.5/9.6 1999: User identification and Privacy Protection – applications in public administration and electronic commerce
• TC11 public statements
WG11.8 and WISE – educational aspects

- Harold Highland first chair
- SEC educational workshops 1995-98
- Biannual WISE 1999
- WG11.8 + ERASMUS/SOCRATES + National Colloquium for Information Systems Security

- World conference on Information Security Education, WISE (Peter Fillery, Australia)
And finally...

- We all owe Kristian Beckman recognition and gratitude for his insights, unwavering dedication and ability to manifest an international community in ICT security